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CHAIRMAN'S WELCOME
I would like to welcome delegates and guests to the 2021 Australian Shareholder’s Association
Investor Conference – BECOME A BETTER INVESTOR.
Investors have hardly seen more challenging times and so we have designed the conference with
the needs of each investor group in mind. This conference has been carefully crafted to those just
starting their journey to build wealth, those at the mid-stream, and those who have successfully
built their wealth and need to protect their investments.
As we all know, we have had a year of much sorrow, extraordinary changes, and confusion. We have
seen interest rates fall to unprecedented low levels. This is where investors need to take care in
chasing those higher returns as they must be aware such returns always come with higher risk.
We saw unparalleled increases in the number of first-time inexperienced shareholders which
caused a significant shift in the market. Shares solely based on the internet or on concepts that
appeal to younger people reached unbelievable valuations. Many, if not all of these shares, have
never shown a profit. Most are unlikely to do so for some time.
That is why we have invited Chairmen and CEOs for you to hear from the people leading Australia’s
biggest companies that drive our economy. Their collective wisdom is priceless to retail investors.
The market savvy of many market participants speaking at this conference will open your eyes to
new opportunities; be it in shares, ETFs, fixed interest, or property.
This year we have created a number of new initiatives to make the conference even better for you.
Firstly, we are live-streaming the conference to interstate people who do not or cannot travel to
Sydney and prefer to remain in their home state. I hope delegates in Perth, Tasmania, Melbourne,
and Brisbane enjoy the experience of watching the conference on the big screen live in the
company of fellow members.
Secondly, for those fortunate to attend the Sydney event, we are running additional interactive
activities – “Speed Meetings” – giving all attendees the opportunity to meet technical experts in
asset allocation, information technology, tax, and financial planning. Ask all the questions relevant
to your financial journey in these private, 10-to-15-minute one-on-one sessions; designed to
provide an understanding of the benefits one may expect to gain when obtaining expert advice.
These sessions are complimentary and will run throughout the day.
I would like to thank our valued sponsors, presenters and volunteers who make this event possible.
Our thanks go to BHP, our platinum sponsor, as well as to the many other organisations who have
helped make this conference a resounding success.
I highly recommend that you visit our sponsors in the exhibition space, review their offerings, see
which are right for you and explore their wealth of information on offer.
Thank you for registering for this event. It has been too long since we have been able to showcase
ASA in this way. We have reached 61 years old and we thank you for your company and support.
Enjoy this educational conference.
I look forward to catching up with you over the next few days.
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Visit each sponsor and get your exhibitor passport stamped. Submit to the
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PROGRAM MONDAY 31 MAY
9:00 AM - Conference opening
Allan Goldin, Chairman, ASA
9:15 AM - Conference welcome
Ken MacKenzie, Chairman, BHP Group Limited
9:30 AM - Macro-economics with Warren Hogan, Principal, EQ Economics (previously industry professor, UTS).
Listen to Warren Hogan discuss the outlook for Australia for 2021/22 and what the recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic means for the
world economy. What are the main risks to a sustained economic recovery? Is inflation set to rise? What does this mean for global interest
rates and bond yields? What does this all mean for retail shareholders?
10:30 AM - Morning tea
11:00 AM - CEO Session with Elizabeth Gaines, CEO, Fortescue Metals Group
A proud West Australian company, Fortescue Metals Group is a global leader in the iron ore industry, recognised for its culture, innovation
and industry-leading development of world class infrastructure and mining assets. Together with its wholly owned subsidiary Fortescue
Future Industries, it is focused on supporting the global energy transition, harnessing the world’s renewable energy sources to produce
green hydrogen and develop other green industry opportunities.
12:00 PM - Behavioural economics & investing with Anthony Doyle, Investment Specialist, Fidelity International
In this informative session, Cross-Asset Investment Specialist, Anthony Doyle at Fidelity International, will be discussing the most
common behavioural biases that often influence investors’ decisions. Anthony will propose some strategies that investors can adopt in
order to avoid bias, and highlight Fidelity’s approach to identifying behavioural episodes which can assist in better investment decisionmaking.
1:00 PM - Lunch
2:00 PM - Breakout sessions - Session 1A: Building a low-cost diversified portfolio at any life stage with ETFs with David Bassanese, Chief
Economist, BetaShares
Starting from as little as $500 investors now have the opportunity to build a diversified portfolio incorporating a range of asset classes
that meet their financial objectives. This session will explain the importance of diversification, how different asset classes can be used to
gain exposure to growth or defensive assets and provide examples of how diversified portfolios may meet the needs of different investors.
Session 1B: Uncertainty and risk: How to identify and navigate to your advantage in the Australian Market with Emma Fisher, Portfolio
Manager, Airlie Australian Share Fund, Airlie Funds Management
Emma will dive into the psychology of investing and show you how to minimise risk. She will explain how to navigate through market
uncertainty. We know members often find deciding when to sell is the biggest psychological barrier to portfolio management and Emma’s
knowledge and experience will provide valuable insights into this thorny dilemma.
Session 1C: Commercial Property - The hunt for yield with Adrian Harrington, Head of Capital & Product Development, Charter Hall
Many retail investors see property as a safe investment but residential property is currently experiencing low yields. Commercial real
estate is a different proposition. With over 29 years' experience in property investment and funds management, Charter Hall use their
property expertise to access, deploy, manage and invest equity across core real estate sectors – office, retail, industrial & logistics and
social infrastructure. Those who’ve put their futures into Charter Hall’s property funds depend on them to deliver – superior returns for a
better retirement. Listen to Adrian Harrington explain:
Why is non-residential property an attractive investment at this point in the cycle?
What are the key structural and cyclical drivers of listed and unlisted property?
Which sectors are likely to outperform in the medium term?
Why is the attraction of alternate property assets – health, education, data centres etc – in a diversified property portfolio?
3:00 PM - Afternoon tea
3.30 PM - How to use VectorVest to pick the big winners with Russell Markham, Director Education and Training, Asia Pacific, VectorVest
For over 30 years VectorVest has helped both long-term Investors and short-term traders make money in the share market. Russell will
demonstrate how investors have used VectorVest over the last 10 years to pick the big winners (and avoid the big losers). He will also show
how traders have used VectorVest over the last 12 months to achieve amazing results. This session will suit all share market participants,
irrespective of investment style and risk appetite, looking for a system to build their wealth and secure their financial wellbeing.
4:00 PM - CEO Session with Colin Goldschmidt, CEO, Sonic Healthcare
This session will discuss the prospects for Sonic Healthcare as Australia moves from COVID and back to growth.
5:00 PM - Cocktail Function
Join other delegates, mingle with presenters, and talk to ASA monitors over cocktails.
7:00 PM - Conference gala dinner with Roger Montgomery, Founder and CIO of Montgomery Investment Management
COVID-19, millions dead, economic collapse and a synthesised recovery, mountains of debt and record low interest rates. So why did the
stock market hit new highs in 2021, and will it last? Roger will explain how to navigate the next year or so, and reveal where Montgomery is
finding profitable themes and opportunities in domestic and global stocks. Bring a pen!

PROGRAM TUESDAY 1 JUNE
9:00 AM - Stock tips with Scott Phillips, Chief Investment Officer, Motley Fool Australia
9:15 AM - CFO Session with Damien Nicks, Chief Financial Officer, AGL
Significant amount of renewable generation, both grid scale and residential, has been developed in recent years, government
policy is underwriting new renewable construction and technology costs have decreased. Damien Nicks, will present on how AGL
is responding to these current challenges in energy markets, and how AGL is repositioning itself to help drive Australia’s energy
transition to a low carbon economy whilst maximising shareholder value. This affects us all and is a session not to be missed.
10:15 AM - Stock tips with Roger Montgomery, Founder and CIO of Montgomery Investment Management
There’s big opportunities in small companies and even bigger opportunities overseas. Roger will dissect two stocks, one local
small cap with a long runway of phenomenal growth, as well as a global company with an even longer runway you won’t have
considered.
10.30 AM - CEO Session - Connecting customers to energy and technologies of the future with Frank Calabria, CEO & Managing
Director, Origin Energy
Frank will discuss their vision for the next few years and reflect on Origin Energy’s past challenges and how they’ve dealt with it.
11:30 AM - Morning tea
12:00 PM - Breakout sessions - Session 2A: Become a better investor by diversification into International markets with Steve
Johnson, Chief Investment Officer, Forager Fund
The Australian stock market represents 2.2% of the world’s stock markets, with USA leading the pack at 54.5% and second, a long
way back, Japan with 7.7%. With investors aware of the importance of diversification, why would you have a share portfolio made
up exclusively of Australian stocks? Looking at the largest listed companies in the world, only BHP, CBA and CSL would make it
into the top 100 which is dominated by US stocks. The question therefore is “how can you build wealth through international
diversification?”. Forager invests in Australian and International share markets on behalf of long-term investors. They are an
active, bottom-up fund manager and aim to purchase securities significantly below fair value. The Forager International Shares
Fund has a concentrated all cap mandate and typically holds between 20-40 securities.
Hear from Steve Johnson on:
Why invest in International Equities
Diversification of local vs. international index
Diversification due to choice of stocks
Benefits and risks of FX exposure
Finding ideas in volatile markets
How Forager finds an edge in international and volatile markets
Session 2B: Taking advantage of Animal Spirits with Tim Montague-Jones, Head of Australian Equity Research, Australian Stock
Report
British economist, John Maynard Keynes coined the term 'Animal Spirits' in describing how people arrive at financial decisions,
including buying and selling securities in times of economic stress or uncertainty. This session will illustrate how investors can
recognise Animal Spirits, the human emotion of fear and greed and use it to their advantage to buy and sell stocks. We will explain
the importance of removing emotion and using factual economic data and fundamental company analyses to determine value
while market emotion represents the opportunity to build superior returns. This session is vital for investing beginners and wealth
builders to learn how to make important investing decisions.
Session 2C: Fixed income: The tyranny of benchmarks in a post-pandemic world with Dan Siluk, Managing Director & Portfolio
Manager, Kapstream Capital
The disruption created by the onset of the 2020 pandemic that continues to impact markets has highlighted more than ever the
inefficiencies and misalignment with underlying investor objectives that investing on a benchmark-relative basis exhibit.
Ultimately most investors simply seek to preserve and grow capital and generate real income – the latter typically where fixed
income is commonly utilised. Today the shortfalls of investing on a benchmark-relative basis are more greatly exposed, and this
session seeks to highlight and examine those risks, which include:
Asymmetry of risk and reward – benchmark-relative strategies typically carry higher interest risk sensitivity (duration) and
lower yields
Greater exposure to the largest borrowers (issuers) who invariably may not be the best, nor offer the richest yield
Less options to ‘duck for cover’ in times of stress
Less flexibility to exploit idiosyncratic dispersion opportunities and the best relative value ideas

PROGRAM TUESDAY 1 JUNE
In a persistent environment of low yields, low spreads, and historically low reference (cash) rates, every basis point of return to
investors matters. Having close alignment between investor objectives and the return objectives of money managers is critical.
Never before has the line ‘one cannot eat relative returns’ been so relevant! An important session for wealth accumulators and
wealth protectors.
1:00 PM - Lunch
2:00 PM - Breakout sessions - 3A: The 7 habits of successful investors with Doug Morris, Chief Executive Office, Sharesight
One of Stephen Covey’s 7 habits (of highly effective people) is to begin with the end in mind. Plus "be proactive" (search and screen
for better investments), “first things first" (i.e. research) and four other important habits.
In investing, "begin with the end in mind" means having a process and platform to record and critique your decisions. From
benchmarking and dividend tracking, to asset allocation and tax planning, this session will walk you through the 7 things you can do
to become a better investor. There will be plenty of time to ask questions to ensure you leave with a solid understanding of the
principles.
2:00 PM - Breakout sessions - 3B: The need for first mortgage investments in your portfolio with Nick Raphaely, Co-Founder and
Co-CEO, AltX
With term deposit interest rates so low and likely to stay that way for some years, many investors are looking for alternative
interest bearing investments. First mortgage is one such investment. Lending against real estate is seen as a sound investment by
many due to its regular income and security. But many investors don’t want to manage a property portfolio and want to find a
manager with experience to do it for them.
AltX provides a variety of real estate debt types based on the type of debt circumstances. For example, investors can choose
construction loans, bridging loans or full serviceability loans, each with different risk and return profiles or a combination thereof
to suit their risk profile.
Nick will be covering:
What is first mortgage investing
Why first mortgage investing should be in your portfolio
How secure is first mortgage investing in a downturn
Direct investing vs. managed funds in first mortgage investments
2:00 PM - Breakout sessions - 3C: SMSF’s & Industry Super Fund with Lisa Judge, Member Advice and Education Manager, LGS
The debate rages on whether self-managed superannuation fund (SMSF) investors would be better off handing over their savings to
an industry super fund.
The marketing pitch for SMSFs sounds compelling: greater financial control and tax breaks and flexibility should equal financial
success. Then why are SMSFs under fire? The short answer is that many SMSFs are not matching the returns of industry funds. And
industry super funds return all their profits to their members.
Larger super funds benefit from a more diversified investment strategy, including investments in listed and unlisted assets and
overseas stocks like Google, Facebook and Amazon not easily accessed by SMSFs. With size also comes the ability to do all the
administration too. More than 600,000 SMSFs with combined assets of about A$700 billion face this dilemma - do it yourself with
the attendant work and worries or pass the risk management and administration to professionals?
3:00 PM - Stock tips with Brian Han, Senior Equity Analyst, Morningstar
Brian will provide an overview on markets, and go through 3 stocks to buy and 3 stocks to avoid.
3:30 PM - Afternoon tea
4:00 PM - Grill the Chairs by Allan Goldin
Gordon Cairns, Chair, Woolworths Group
John Mullen, Chair, Telstra
Catherine Livingstone, Chair Commonwealth Bank of Australia
Ken MacKenzie, Chair, BHP
5:30 PM - Close of conference
Chris Andrews, Senior Vice President, CIO, & Deputy CEO, La Trobe Financial
5:45 PM - Close of Conference
John Cowling, ASA, CEO

OPTIONAL ACTIVITIES

Gala Dinner @ Doltone House
Hyde Park, May 31st, 7-10pm
Members Price: $135
Non-Members: $335

Interactive Software Session:
Your Portfolio Management and
Sharesight

Drinks with the Chairman @
The Hilton Hotel Sunday May 30, 4pm
Members Price: $35
Non-members: $55

Breakfast with the CEO
(Conference Insights) @
The Boardrooms, June 2, 8.00am
Price: $25 - Limited to 20 people

Personal Company Site Tour
The Star, 2 June, 9.45am - 12pm
Members Price: $15
Non-Members: $215

Interactive Software Session:
Diversiview - Your deeper
diversification strategy with the
CEO and founder

Interactive Software Session:
Your Portfolio & Stock Analysis
Members Price: $25

The Beginner's Corner
A special program for absolute
beginners

Personal Company Site Tour
The Qube, June 2, 8am - 12.30pm
Members Price: $65
Non-Members: $265

Speed Meeting: 15 mins
The Financial Advisor
Experience talking to a financial advisor
obligation-free - with Mark Causer and Financial
Planner of the Year, Felicity Cooper

Speed Meeting: 15 minutes
The Tax Expert
1-on-1 obligation-free meeting
with Tax Expert Martin White.

Interactive Interactive session:
Grafa app
Financial data and news at the
tips of your finger. Ask questions,
do an analysis, interact and
experience the app live with the
CEO.

